I haven’t any nutspiration
You don’t have to grow nuts to live here – but it helps
Nuts are the future.
Nuts are stunning in their wrinkled form. Yum
Nutritious seed nurturing an embryonic shoot
We’re not nuts; we’ve seen the writing on the wall
So we’re planting seeds and praying
I once got a peanut stuck up my nose
And they think we’re all nuts.
The crunch of a brazil is something you can’t beat
Nuts nuts nuts nuts nuts nuts nuts nuts nuts nuts...
... and raisins
Nuts for all and all for nuts
I went into the woods...
And the nut exploded with energy
Nuts and calabrese, kale and vegan cheese
No ifs no buts but a fuck lot of nuts
Here we go gathering nuts in Totnes!
Stun becomes nust becomes tuns becomes unst
The future’s in our hands, we’ve got it by the nuts
Maybe not such a hard one to crack
There’s better karma in an almond than a war-nut can know
Hazel likes her nuts but they are not playing
No ifs or buts we need more nuts
Nutty people love nut brown beer in Totnes
Red squirrels competing with us for nuts
Hazel eyes walnut brain and pecan heart
Nutty feats are near and far
As the may starts to blossom Totnes has nuts
– nuts in May
I like nutty wild things, they make people happy
The next generation are nuts, but give nuts a chance
Here we go gathering nuts in May
Cuts are nuts – mend, lend and spend
Totnes nut butter, now available on the top shelf
Are very good for Totnesians
Some people didn’t know how to share their nuts
None of this will grow if you don’t have the guts
Some nuts grow slowly, some nuts grow fast
An almond ale? A walnut porter. With local ingredients, who needs water?
Achingly awesome almonds
Nuts! Don’t scratch ‘em, grow ‘em

Oooooaaaarghhhh......!!
LET’S CELEBRATE IN CAPITALS THAT NUTS ARE OUR CAPITAL AND CURRANTS OUR CURRENCY!
Round, brown and gnarly
No buts about nuts – have fun up a tree. Live free
Society may be cracked but the nuts in Totnes are still strong
People coming out of their huts, to pick nuts
Grow, eat, collect, upcycle, feed others, share –
Just think of all that you can do with these tiny little nuts!
Nubbly num nums
Like the kernel of tomorrow’s packed lunch in the hard cracked shell
Matt is nuts, Rob is nuts, we all are nuts. End of!
Nuts are magic fasteners of all kinds of things and people
Kernels of rick, life giving deliciousness!
Squirrel sustenance, vegan milk substitute
Sitting on the back steps whacking the walnuts with my hammer
The earthy yet creamy taste of hazelnut lingers long in my mouth
Love and friendship – life’s nuts and bolts
Crack your teeth, crack your crowns - but hey it’s protein they’re good for you!
Almonds in our lives, bring love into our hives. May we all thrive, thrive, thrive
The almond swings back and forth like a pendulum of nuttiness
I love them to bits
Even the strangest fruits bear beautiful, if odd harvests
In case of hunger break the nut
Walnuts going up the wall of my mind
N u-turns, nuts we are and need to be
Nuts in Totnes, no ifs or buts – just nuts
They said I was nuts when I built my house!
Do all nuts have shells, or not?
Growing trees on a muddy hillside, fruit appearing in a hard shell
Brazilis, hazelnuts, walnuts and we are all nuts
Extreme nuts are threatening our world
Did the squirrels steal them?
Nuts are happy mushroom’s people
And then the squirrel found me
Pigs love nuts.